Characterization of the role of ribonucleases in Salmonella small RNA decay
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ABSTRACT

In pathogenic bacteria, a large number of sRNAs coordinate adaptation to stress and expression of virulence genes. To better understand the turnover of regulatory sRNAs in the model pathogen, Salmonella typhimurium, we have constructed mutants for several ribonucleases (RNase E, RNase G, RNase III, PNPase) and Poly(A) Polymerase I. The expression profiles of four sRNAs conserved among many enterobacteria, CsrB, CsrC, MicA and SraL, were analysed and the processing and stability of these sRNAs was studied in the constructed strains. The degradosome was a common feature involved in the turnover of these four sRNAs. PAPI-mediated polyadenylation was the major factor governing SraL degradation. RNase III was revealed to strongly affect MicA decay. PNPase was shown to be important in the decay of these four sRNAs. The stability of CsrB and CsrC seemed to be independent of the RNA chaperone, Hfq, whereas the decay of SraL and MicA was Hfq-dependent. Taken together, the results of this study provide initial insight into the mechanisms of sRNA decay in Salmonella, and indicate specific contributions of the RNA decay machinery components to the turnover of individual sRNAs.

INTRODUCTION

Regulatory mechanisms involving small untranslated RNAs (sRNAs) have received considerable attention over the past decade. Eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells contain a wealth of these regulators with determinant roles in the post-transcriptional control of gene expression. To date, a variety of experimental and computational approaches have identified close to hundred sRNA genes in Escherichia coli K12 (1–3), many of which are conserved in diverse enteric bacteria, including pathogenic Salmonella species (4).

The mechanisms by which sRNAs modulate gene expression are diverse, and two general modes of action have been established, dividing regulatory RNAs into two classes (5). The sRNAs belonging to the first class act by interaction with a protein to modify its activity. The other class consists of sRNAs that act by base pairing with one or more target mRNAs. Most of these antisense RNAs act with partial complementarity over trans-encoded target mRNAs to modify their translation and/or stability. Such trans-sRNAs typically require the bacterial RNA chaperone, Hfq, both for target interaction and for intracellular stability. It is generally assumed that Hfq binds both the regulator and the target RNA, favouring their interaction. Hfq enhances the stability of many sRNAs in vivo, by protecting them from degradation (6–10).

To understand the action of regulatory sRNAs, it is also fundamental to study the processing and turnover of these molecules. Previous work in Escherichia coli and other bacteria established that the sRNAs differ greatly in stability, what is probably related with their biological function; some are very stable with long half-lives whilst others are turned over within few minutes (6,11). Since ribonucleases (RNases) are key modulators of RNA decay, the identification of the RNases that contribute to the decay of individual sRNAs is essential for a more general understanding of sRNA turnover in vivo.

In E. coli, the main endoribonucleases are RNase E, RNase G and RNase III (12,13). RNase E is a single-stranded-specific endoribonuclease with a main role in E. coli mRNA decay, being also involved in the processing of ribosomal and transfer RNAs. RNase E is also one of the main enzymes forming the degradosome, a multiprotein complex involved in the decay of many RNAs (14,15). RNase G (also known as CafA protein), was shown to be a homologue of the N-terminal catalytic domain of RNase E (16,17). This endoribonuclease is involved in the 5’ end-processing of 16S rRNA and also in
mRNA degradation in E. coli. Both RNase E and RNase G cleave single-stranded regions of structured RNAs, and share a preference for 5’ monophosphate termini and AU-rich sequences of RNA (18). RNase III is specific for double-stranded RNA and plays multiple roles in the processing of rRNA and mRNA (19). This enzyme can also affect the decay of some messages (20,21). Exoribonucleases are enzymes that degrade RNA from its extremity (13,22–25). PNPase, one of the main exoribonucleases, is widespread both in the eubacteria and eukaryotes and associates with RNase E in the degradosome (15). Both RNase E and RNase III are involved in their turnover, bringing initial insight into the underlying mechanisms of sRNA decay in this bacterial model organism.

In this work we report the construction, in the pathogen Salmonella typhimurium, of mutant strains for RNase E, G, III, PNPase and PAP I. We have investigated the effects of these mutants on the accumulation and turnover of four regulatory sRNAs of Salmonella (CsrB, CsrC, MicA and SraL). CsrB and CsrC are an example of regulatory RNAs that interact with a protein. Together with the RNA-binding protein CsrA, they form the Csr (Carbon Storage Regulator) complex, one of the key regulatory circuits of virulence in Salmonella (32,33). CsrB and CsrC sRNAs have similar structures with multiple stem-loops that sequester several CsrA proteins impairing their interaction with the targets (34). MicA sRNA is expressed in numerous enterobacteria (35), and has been shown to repress the trans-encoded ompA and lamB porin mRNAs in E. coli and Salmonella (7,35,36). Outer membrane protein A (OmpA) was the first and most studied MicA target. ompA mRNA levels decrease upon entry into stationary phase (7,35,37), concomitantly with MicA accumulation. MicA binds to ompA mRNA translation initiation region (TIR) interfering with ribosome binding (35), which most likely renders the mRNA more accessible to endonucleolytic cleavage. SraL sRNA was previously described in E. coli (38,39), and sraL genes have been predicted in several enteric bacteria (4). However, SraL function and target(s) have yet to be elucidated.

The results obtained in this work give relevant information about the expression of these four sRNAs in Salmonella and identify some of the main enzymes that are involved in their turnover, bringing initial insight into the underlying mechanisms of sRNA decay in this bacterial model organism.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strains and plasmids**

All Salmonella strains used in this study are isogenic derivatives of the wild-type Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium strain SL1344. Strains and Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1. The RNase mutants were constructed following the lambda-red recombinase method (40), with few modifications. The strain carrying plasmid pKD46 was grown in SOC with ampicillin and 0.2% L-arabinose at 28°C to an OD600 of 0.5 and then made electrocompetent by successive washings in ice-cold water and concentrating 400-fold in ice-cold 10% glycerol. To construct the deletion strains, the cat chloramphenicol-resistance gene was amplified from plasmid pKD46 with oligonucleotides carrying ~50 bp-homology extensions to the respective target genes. For the construction of RNase III mutant (JVS-938 strain) the Kan-resistance cassette was amplified from pKD4 plasmid. Fifty microlitres of competent cells were mixed with the purified PCR product
(~100 ng) in a chilled cuvette (0.2 cm electrode gap) and evaporated (18 kV cm\(^{-1}\)). Subsequently, 1 ml of pre-warmed SOC medium was added, and cells were recovered after incubation for 1 h at 37°C before selection on LB agar plates with the appropriate antibiotics. All mutations were moved to a fresh SL1344 background by P22 HT105/1 int-201 transduction (41).

The mutant strains were constructed as shown in Figure S1 of Supplementary Data. All gene deletions were verified by PCR. C-terminal truncation of RNase E in CMA-537 was verified by PCR and western blot using an \textit{E. coli} RNase E antiserum that cross-reacts with \textit{Salmonella} homologue (kindly provided by A. J. Carpoysis).

For construction of pSVA-5 plasmid (Table 1) expressing PNPase, a PCR fragment containing the entire \textit{pnp} sequence was amplified from SL1344 chromosome and was cloned into the XbaI and EcoRI sites of the IPTG inducible plasmid pSE420 (Invitrogen). Competent \textit{E. coli} DH5\(\alpha \) cells (New England Biolabs) were used for cloning procedures during plasmid construction.

**Bacterial growth**

All strains were grown in Luria–Bertani (LB) broth at 37°C and 220 r.p.m. throughout this study, unless stated otherwise. SOC medium was used to recover cells after transformation. Electroporation and heat-shock procedures were used for transformation of \textit{Salmonella} and \textit{E. coli}, respectively. M9 was used for experiments with minimal medium. Conditions indicated as ‘SPI-1 and SPI-2 inducing conditions’ corresponded to growth in high salt medium (0.3 M NaCl) with low oxygen in sealed Falcon tubes, as described for SPI-1 induction (42), and in PCN medium (1 mM phosphate, pH 5.8) as described for SPI-2 induction (43).

Growth medium was supplemented with the following antibiotics where appropriate: ampicillin (100 µg/ml), kanamycin (50 µg/ml), chloramphenicol (25 µg/ml) and streptomycin (90 µg/ml).

**RNA extraction and northern blot analysis**

Overnight cultures were diluted 1/100 in fresh medium and grown to the indicated cell densities at OD\(_{600}\) (growth medium and conditions are detailed in the respective figure legends). Culture samples were collected, mixed with 0.2 volume of stop solution (5% water-saturated phenol, 95% ethanol), and frozen in liquid nitrogen. After thawing on ice, bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation (2 min, 16000 r.c.f., 4°C), and RNA was isolated using the Trizol method (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For stability experiments, rifampicin (500 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) and nalidixic acid (20 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) were added to cells grown in LB at 37°C, 220 r.p.m., till OD2 and/or 6 h after. Incubation was continued and culture aliquots were withdrawn at the times indicated in the respective figures. RNA was extracted, visualized on agarose gel and then quantified on a Nanodrop machine (NanoDrop Technologies).

For northern blot analysis, RNA samples were denatured for 10 min at 80°C in RNA loading buffer (95% [v/v] formamide, 0.1% [w/v] xylene cyanol, 0.1% [w/v] bromophenol blue, 10 mM EDTA), separated on 8.3 M urea/6% polyacrylamide gels, and transferred to Hybond-XL membranes (GE Healthcare) by electroblotting (1 h, 50 V, 4°C) in a tank blotter (Peqlab, Germany). Following pre-hybridization of the membranes in Rapidhyb Buffer (GE Healthcare), membranes were hybridized at 70°C with riboprobes, or at 42°C in the case of oligoprobes. After hybridization, membranes were rinsed at room temperature in a 2× SSC/0.1% SDS solution, followed by washing in three subsequent 15 min steps in SSC (2×, 1× or 0.5×, respectively)/0.1% SDS solutions at the hybridization temperature. Membranes hybridized with the oligoprobes were rinsed in 5× SSC/0.1% SDS solution followed by three wash steps at 42°C in SSC (5×, 1× and 0.5×, respectively)/0.1% SDS solutions. Signals were visualized on a Phosphorimager (FLA-3000 Series, Fuji), and band intensities quantified with AIDA software (Raytest, Germany).

**Primer extension analysis**

Total RNA was extracted as described above. Primers CsrC-II and CsrC-IV are complementary to CsrC in positions +37 to +57 and +151 to +170, respectively, (+1 corresponds to RNA start site). Primer CsrB-III is complementary CsrB in positions +302 to +321 relative to CsrB start site. Primers were end-labelled using T4 polynucleotide kinase and \([\text{32P}]\text{ATP}\) (Fermentas). Unincorporated \([\text{32P}]\text{ATP}\) was removed using a MicroSpin TM G-25 Column (GE Healthcare). A total of 2 pmol of primer was annealed to 10 µg of RNA and cDNA was synthesized using 200 U of Superscript III RT from Invitrogen. The same labelled primer was used to generate a corresponding DNA sequencing ladder using the Cycle Reader DNA Sequencing Kit (Fermentas). The PCR fragment used as template for the sequencing reaction was amplified from SL1344 strain with primers CsrC-IV and CsrC-Seq for CsrC and CsrB-III and CsrB-Seq for CsrB. The primer extension products were separated in parallel with the sequencing ladder on a 6% polyacrylamide sequencing gel containing 7 M urea. The gel was dried and exposed. Signals were visualized in a PhosphorImager (Storm Gel and Blot Imaging system, Amersham Bioscience).

**Hybridization probes**

Primers for template amplification are listed in Table S1 (Supplementary Data). Standard polymerase chain reactions were carried out on genomic DNA. Riboprobes were generated from PCR fragments (a T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence was added by the antisense primer) in the presence of an excess of \([\text{32P}]\text{UTP}\) over unlabelled UTP using the Ambion T7 polymerase Maxiscript kit. DNA oligonucleotides were labelled with \([\text{32P}]\text{ATP}\) using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas). All labelled probes were purified over G50
columns (GE Healthcare) to remove unincorporated nucleotides prior to hybridization.

RESULTS

Construction and characterization of Salmonella RNase mutant strains

All RNase mutants (listed in Table 1) were constructed in the virulent Salmonella typhimurium strain, SL1344. The sequences of the genomic regions of interest, taken from the unfinished genome of SL1344 (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/Salmonella), were compared with that of the sequenced Salmonella strain LT2 (44) and found to be identical.

Our strategy was to create Salmonella mutants similar to those that have been characterized in E. coli (45–47). The RNase gene sequences of both bacteria were compared in terms of amino acids and nucleotide sequences in order to create equivalent gene deletions. Deletion/substitution mutants were constructed through the replacement of part of the coding sequence by a resistance marker (for details see Materials and Methods section and Figure S1 in the Supplementary Data). For RNase E, encoded by an essential gene (rne), we have constructed a mutant, which is deleted for the C-terminal scaffold of the enzyme (rne-537 mutation). This is the region responsible for the protein–protein interactions in the formation of the ribonucleolytical complex called degradosome (48). A similar mutant exists in E. coli (rne-131 mutation). This mutant was reported to stabilize mRNAs, leaving rRNA processing unaffected (49). The mutant is defective in both the interaction with the chaperon Hfq, and the assembly of a functional degradosome (9,50).

Loss of RNase III function in the RNase III− insertion mutant was confirmed by a specific defect in rRNA processing. That is, the absence of a functional RNase III impairs rRNA processing in both E. coli and Salmonella (51,52). In Salmonella typhimurium, RNase III promotes the excision of intervening sequences (IVSs) causing the fragmentation of 23S rRNA (52), which we observed to be abrogated in the RNase III− mutant strain constructed here (data not shown).

We have compared the growth properties of the wild-type SL1344 with RNase and PAP I mutant strains grown in Luria broth at 37°C (Figure 1). For the majority of the mutants, the lag period necessary for recovery from stationary phase was comparable to the wild-type strain. Loss of RNase III resulted in the slowest growth rate (Figure 1); the generation time of the RNase III− mutant was 41 min compared to 30 min for the wild-type strain. The RNase G− deficient strain, albeit the generation time was not significantly different, the strain reached a considerably higher cell density in stationary phase.

Analysis of sRNA expression under different growth conditions

Many of the sRNAs previously characterized in E. coli K12 are induced under specific stress conditions, e.g. upon oxidative stress (53), DNA damage (54), cold shock (55), iron stress (56) and osmotic stress (57). However, the steady-state levels of many of such sRNAs are also increased in stationary phase (11,38,58). Therefore, we first analysed the expression of the four sRNAs selected here in wild-type cells at different phases of growth in LB and minimal media, in order to determine conditions in which we could study their processing and decay. We also included two growth conditions known to induce the two major Salmonella virulence regions, i.e. the Salmonella Pathogenicity Islands (SPI) 1 and 2. The virulence genes encoded by SPI-1 facilitate the entry of Salmonella into non-phagocytic cells. SPI-1 genes are specifically expressed in early stationary phase cultures of Salmonella grown in standard LB medium (59), and are also highly induced by oxygen tension and elevated osmolarity (60). The genes of SPI-2 encode virulence factors for intra-macrophage survival and systemic disease; these genes are upregulated, in vitro, in minimal media with low phosphate and magnesium concentrations (43).

The CsrB (363 nt) and CsrC (244 nt) RNAs highly accumulated upon entry into stationary phase (in LB) and under SPI-1 inducing conditions (Figure 2). This pattern was in agreement with previous observations that the Csr system represses a variety of stationary-phase genes, and that the loss of both CsrB and CsrC significantly reduces SPI-1 gene expression and epithelial cell invasion (33). The blots shown in Figure 2 also indicate that these two sRNAs are not expressed under SPI-2 inducing conditions.
conditions, i.e. when the genes necessary for proliferation of *Salmonella* in macrophages are transcribed.

The $\sim$74 nt sRNA MicA became detectable at early stationary phase of growth in LB medium, and strongly accumulated when growth further slowed down (Figure 2), as shown previously (61,62). Interestingly, MicA levels under SPI-1 and SPI-2 inducing conditions were comparable to those in stationary phase.

SraL (140 nt) was not detectable before the cells reached stationary phase (Figure 2), which is fully in line with the late stationary phase-specific expression of SraL in *E. coli* (38,58). For all the four sRNAs studied, the expression was low at twenty-four hours of growth (24 h) as compared to the OD$_{600}$+6 h condition. Interestingly, there was no substantial accumulation of these sRNAs in minimal medium (M9), even though growth in minimal medium constitutes a stress for the cell. Note that few *E. coli* sRNAs have a high expression under this condition (11,38,58).

In summary, all four sRNAs were significantly expressed at OD$_{600}$+6 h, which we have chosen as the ‘consensus’ condition to subsequently study their decay in rifampicin-treatment experiments.

### Degradosome is a major factor in sRNA turnover in *Salmonella*

RNase E is the enzyme that serves as the scaffold for the other protein components in the degradosome assembly. The absence of degradosome assembly (C-terminal truncation in rne-537 mutant) caused a large stabilization of all four sRNAs studied in this work. Notably, for CsrB, CsrC and MicA the absence of a full-length RNase E had the strongest stabilization effect in comparison to the other RNase mutants investigated here. Figure 3 shows that CsrB was highly stabilized (>12-fold) in this mutant since it decayed with a half-life of $\sim$29 min as compared to $\sim$2 min in the wild type. The other CsrA-antagonist, CsrC sRNA, was stabilized $\sim$4-fold. The CsrB and CsrC sRNA decay was not strictly logarithmic; it was biphasic. The fact that both sRNAs are highly structured, i.e. CsrB and CsrC contain 16 and 8 stem-loops respectively, may help explain this behaviour (32,33). Their decay is very fast at the first minutes but at the second phase it is very slow, which may be due to the occurrence of highly stable intermediates during the decay. Since it was difficult to determine an exact half-life we have chosen to compare the stability of the sRNAs over the stage where the decay is still logarithmic. Thus, in wild-type *Salmonella*, the half-lives of CsrB and CsrC are $\sim$2 min and $\sim$5 min, respectively (Figure 3).
The impairment of degradosome formation also impacted on MicA decay, with a ~5-fold stabilization of the transcript. Similarly, SraL transcripts were also significantly stabilized in this mutant, i.e. ~4-fold (Figure 3).

Due to the substantial effects of rne-537 mutant on the decay of these sRNAs, we also investigated the effects of two additional major endoribonucleases, RNase III and G. Neither mutant substantially affected CsrB or CsrC stability (Figure 4). However, whereas CsrC transcript possesses two bands in the wild type, in the RNase III mutant the larger band (~240 nt) is the most prominent, which probably means that the ribonuclease has a role in the processing of this sRNA. Regarding MicA, RNase G does not seem to be involved in this sRNA decay under the growth condition assayed here. However, the loss of RNase III activity rendered this sRNA exceptionally stable (Figure 5A).

**PNPase absence affects sRNA turnover in different ways**

PNPase is the other ribonuclease component of the degradosome. We have also investigated the effects of the loss of this enzyme. Absence of PNPase had a large effect on MicA stability, causing a ~3.3-fold increase in MicA half-life (Figure 5B). However, this stabilization effect was slightly less than the one obtained in the absence of degradosome assembly (~5-fold). SraL sRNA was stabilized to a similar degree in the absence of PNPase and in the rne-537 mutant (~3- and ~4-fold, respectively; Figure 9A). Moreover, both mutants resulted in a similar SraL RNA pattern (see below). In contrast, absence of PNPase resulted in a CsrB RNA pattern entirely different from the wild-type strain. Specifically, several decay intermediates became observable, which were not detected in the wild-type strain. Since the growth rate can affect the expression and processing of sRNAs, we tested whether this alteration was maintained in another growth condition. In standard media (LB), CsrB is most highly expressed in early stationary phase (OD600 of 2, Figure 2). The same CsrB degradation pattern in pnp mutants was obtained at both growth conditions (Figure 6A). Regarding CsrC sRNA, the pattern of the bands was also changed in the PNPase− strain (Figure 6B). Complementation of PNPase+, by providing pnp in trans from a plasmid, restored both CsrB and CsrC degradation pattern to the wild-type characteristics (Figure 6).

In order to analyse the origin of this different decay pattern for CsrB and CsrC in some of the mutant strains analysed, we have mapped the 5' end of the corresponding breakdown products in these strains. For CsrC, we have...
used two distinct primers along the sRNA, one located close to the terminator and the other binding at the middle of the sRNA (primers II and IV, respectively, in Figure 7A). In all the strains analysed, primer extension analysis of CsrC yielded a unique extension product that corresponded to the 5' end of full-length CsrC RNA (Figure 7C). Interestingly, the intensity of the primer extension signal obtained with primer IV varies among the strains analysed. In strain RNase III−, the intensity of the larger fragment is much higher than in wild type and PNPase− strain. This is in full agreement to what is seen in the northern blot (Figure 7B, full-length probe). This must be due to the fact that the shorter fragment has a different 3' end at which primer IV (near the end of the sRNA) cannot anneal. Therefore, the extension product in this reaction corresponds only to the larger fragment as opposed to what is observed with primer II, which detects both the large and the short fragment (Figure 7C). Therefore, we have done northern blot analysis of the two sRNAs using different probes along the two genes, to confirm these predictions. In the case of CsrC, the hybridization of the sRNA with a riboprobe encompassing the entire gene gives two major products in the wild type (Figure 7B, full-length probe). The shorter fragment is dependent of RNase III and accumulates in PNPase− strain. When using the primer IV, located near the terminator of the sRNA (Figure 7A), the larger band was the only fragment detectable. This seems to result from the fact that the shorter band has a different 3' end and does not anneal with primer IV. With primers I, II and III this shorter band is detected. The results from northern blot analysis confirmed primer extension results and showed that the intermediary fragments have the same 5' ends but different 3' ends.

The CsrB primer located near the terminator (primer III in Figure 8A) also gave a unique band in the primer extension (Figure 8C). The 5' end mapped to the +1 site of CsrB in Salmonella. The northern blot analysis using different probes along the CsrB RNA sequence has also revealed that the intermediary bands that accumulate in PNPase− strain have different 3' ends. When using primer III near the terminator, we were only able to see the band corresponding to full-length CsrB. With primer II, annealing between nts 210 and 240 we were able to detect the full-length band and the band corresponding to ~240 nt (Figure 8B). Primer I, annealing approximately between the 160 and 180 nt, gave the same band pattern as with a probe directed against the entire CsrB RNA (Figure 8B).

Polyadenylation as a determinant factor in SraL decay

Our analysis of SraL decay in several RNase mutants and the PAP I− mutant revealed several differences with respect to the wild type. First, SraL is highly stabilized
in PAP I− mutant (>5-fold; Figure 9B). This large stabilization indicates that polyadenylation is required for the decay of this sRNA. Interestingly, 3′ RACE experiments performed in *E. coli* revealed the existence of 3′ A-tails of different lengths in the SraL transcript (38). The decay of SraL was also slower in the *rne*-537 and PNPase− mutants, with a higher stabilization in the *rne*-537 (Figure 9A). The wild-type strain and both mutants showed an accumulation of a smear of slightly larger transcripts. This size heterogeneity was absent in PNPase− mutant (Figure 9B). Previous northern blot analysis of SraL in *E. coli* also showed this effect in a PAP I− mutant (38). This data suggests that the presence of poly(A) tails of different lengths in SraL transcript causes these discrete differences in size. The upper band (band X in Figure 9A) shown to accumulate in PNPase and degradosome mutants was reduced in the wild-type strain. In PAP I− mutant, the primary SraL transcript corresponded to the smaller band (Y), which is a defined sharp band (Figure 9B). We predict that this is due to the absence of transcript polyadenylation in the PAP I− mutant. One striking difference in the RNase III- mutant is that the transcript appeared as a single defined band. The size of this band corresponds to the larger band, X. The levels of SraL were higher in this mutant. In spite of this, the absence of the endoribonuclease (Figure 9B) did not significantly change RNA stability. Alterations in transcription levels should account for those differences in steady-state levels that cannot be explained by stability, since the amount of RNA in a cell is determined by the balance of its transcription and degradation.

**DISCUSSION**

Small RNA function has been studied in *E. coli* K12, and comparatively little is known about these regulators in...
other enterobacterial species. The analysis of sRNA levels in different growth conditions has revealed that the four sRNAs are highly expressed in late stationary-phase. Moreover, we have obtained valuable information about particular conditions of expression of these sRNAs in *Salmonella*, probably related to its function and targets in this bacterium. Namely, growth in SPI-1 and SPI-2 inducing media induced the expression of CsrB, CsrC, MicA and SraL. The induction of these sRNAs under those conditions may indicate a relation with virulence functions. It is worthwhile mentioning that considerable differences in the expression of sRNAs have been reported in *E. coli* and *Salmonella*, probably related to their specific role in each bacterium (63,64).

The *Salmonella* CsrB and CsrC sRNAs share strong sequence homology with their respective *E. coli* counterparts, and have been shown to act as CsrA antagonists. In *E. coli*, CsrA is foremost known as a global regulator of carbon metabolism (65,66). In *E. coli*, CsrA is a global regulator of carbon metabolism. In *Salmonella*, it has been shown to regulate specialized virulence determinants not found in *E. coli* (32,67). The CsrB and CsrC expression patterns reported here are in good agreement with the proposed function of these sRNAs as antagonists of CsrA. This protein negatively controls the SPI-1 encoded virulence genes that allow *Salmonella* to invade non-phagocytic cells. CsrB and CsrC are upregulated in SPI-1 media as well as in early stationary phase (OD$_{600}$ of 2), the other condition known to induce the invasion genes. They may therefore act to alleviate the CsrA repression of invasion genes and ensure an optimal epithelial invasion by *Salmonella* (63). In contrast, both sRNAs are repressed in SPI-2 media, a condition that negatively regulates invasion genes and induces the SPI-2 virulence factors needed for intra-macrophage survival and systemic disease.

SraL sRNA was originally identified in *E. coli*, and in this report we show that it is also expressed in *Salmonella*. 

**Figure 7.** Mapping of CsrC degradation intermediates. (A) CsrC sRNA structure representing the approximated location of the different probes used for northern blot and primer extension. Here, I to IV indicate primers CsrC-I to CsrC-IV, respectively. CsrC secondary structure was generated using RNADraw 1.01 based on Ref. (33). (B) Northern blot analysis of CsrC RNA in wt, PNPase$^-$ and RNase III$^-$ mutants, with the different probes represented in A. The analysis was done at late stationary-phase OD$_2+6$ h. (1) wild-type SL1344, (2) RNase III$^-$ and (3) PNPase$^-$ CsrC. (C) Primer extension analysis using the radiolabelled primers CsrC-II and CsrC-IV, that were annealed to total RNA from SL1344 (wt) and isogenic PNPase$^-$ and RNase III$^-$ mutants. The reaction product of this analysis was unique and similar for the two primers used. The asterisk (*) marks the 3'-terminus of the extension product that is coincident with the sequence published by Ref. (33). (1) Wild-type SL1344, (2) RNase III$^-$, (3) PNPase$^-$ and (4) CsrC$^-$. 

[Drawing of CsrC structure and northern blot and primer extension analysis results]
The factors that drive sraL transcription are unknown yet. We have observed that SraL levels are highly accumulated in stationary phase and SPI-2 inducing conditions. The accumulation under SPI-2 induction indicates a possible role for this sRNA in *Salmonella* virulence, in particular, after internalization of *Salmonella* into host cells.

Interestingly, the levels of the stationary phase-specific MicA sRNA were also high in SPI-2 induction conditions. The up-regulation of the σE regulon, which facilitates the envelope stress response, was previously reported upon macrophage infection (68), the condition that SPI-2 medium is meant to mimic. It is well established that micA expression is strictly dependent on the alternative sigma factor, σE (61,62,69,70). The raise of MicA levels in SPI-2 medium may be a consequence of the induction of σE under this condition.

Our analysis of sRNA processing and decay showed that the degradosome is required for the decay of the sRNAs studied here. That is, an rne mutation impairing degradosome formation strongly increased the half-life of the four sRNAs. Nevertheless, we observed that other factors contribute differently to sRNA decay. We propose that RNase E and PNPase cooperate in the decay of these two sRNAs via the degradosome. In this model, CsrB and CsrC decay is most probably initiated by RNase E, since the mutation in the C-terminal scaffold of the enzyme caused a strong stabilization of the transcripts. Moreover, the other endoribonucleases analysed (G and III) had no significant effect on CsrB and CsrC decay. Both sRNAs are highly structured molecules; in *Salmonella* CsrB has 16 predicted stem-loops (32) and CsrC has 8 (33). Some of these stem-loops carry the AGGA motif, similar to an RBS, the putative recognition site for CsrA on its target messages. Several characterized sRNAs have in its sequence a rho-independent terminator (71). Both CsrB and CsrC have a 3'-terminal stem-loop characteristic of rho-independent terminators. During CsrB and CsrC decay several endonucleolytical cleavages must occur,
followed by exonucleolytical cleavage by PNPase. PNPase was shown to be a key factor in the decay of the CsrB and CsrC sRNAs in *Salmonella*, similar to a recent observation in *E. coli* (72). The absence of this exoribonuclease caused a considerable change of the CsrB and CsrC degradation patterns with the concomitant accumulation of several decay intermediates. Primer extension and northern blot analysis of CsrB and CsrC sRNAs showed that the accumulating intermediates have different 3' ends. RNA degradation pathways typically require endoribonucleolytic cleavages followed by the action of non-specific 3'→5' processive exoribonucleases. Exoribonucleases can have different specificities over substrates and in some cases there is the accumulation of stable intermediates in the absence of a single exoribonuclease (23,73,74). Purified PNPase is unable to digest through extensive secondary structures (75). However, *in vivo* association of PNPase with an RNA helicase can contribute to PNPase degradation through highly structured RNAs. Moreover, it has been proposed that PAP I facilitates the degradation of highly folded intermediates by providing a 3' toehold for the progression of the enzyme (76). However, we have seen that the loss of PAP I activity did not affect the stability of either of these two sRNAs (Figure S3 in Supplementary Data) indicating that in this case, polyadenylation of these transcripts is not necessary for exonucleolytic activity. We have mentioned earlier that RNase III did not have an effect on CsrB and CsrC stability. However, in the case of CsrC, the processing of the sRNA is RNase III dependent. In the wild-type strain, two bands are visible for this sRNA. The second band is RNase III dependent and accumulates in PNPase mutant. The 5' end analysis of CsrC in both strains revealed similar 5' ends. Therefore RNase III must initially process CsrC at one of the 3' longer stems, generating this second band. It is not known at what level this fragment is necessary for sRNA activity.

We have also analysed if CsrB and CsrC stability depends on Hfq. Analysis of their decay in an *hfq* mutant revealed that Hfq is not needed for the stability of these two sRNAs. This is in agreement with *E. coli* data for these two sRNAs (39,58,72). Since CsrB and CsrC belong to the class of protein regulator sRNAs, a dependence on Hfq was not expected.

We have also studied in detail the decay of SraL in our mutant strains and have found that in the absence of PNPase activity and degradosome assembly, there was a slower decay of the sRNA with a concomitant accumulation of a smear of slightly larger transcripts (most likely polyadenylated precursors). In the PAP I mutant, SraL is remarkably stabilized and the bands corresponding to longer SraL molecules were absent, supporting that SraL is polyadenylated. The absence of RNase III caused the accumulation of a larger band of defined length. Several internal cleavage sites were previously mapped in *E. coli* SraL (38). RNase III could be the enzyme responsible for
the initial cut in SraL, possibly within the SraL terminator, which overlaps the terminator of soxR encoded on the opposite strand. After RNase III cleavage, RNase E and PNPase may act cooperatively in the transcript decay with the help of PAP I polymerase. It is known that poly(A) tails are the preferred substrate for PNPase and accelerate the decay process. A similar mechanism of decay was previously reported for the degradation of the plasmid-encoded RNAI (28,77) and for RNAs that regulate replication and partition of R1 plasmids (78,79).

According to our data, Hfq stabilizes SraL ~3-fold. Wassarman and co-workers (58) were not able to confirm Hfq binding to SraL in their Hfq co-immunoprecipitation analysis in E. coli. Whilst SraL mechanism and targets have yet to be revealed, our results indicate that SraL belongs to the group of Hfq-dependent sRNAs.

MicA turnover was seen to be significantly dependent on degradosome and PNPase. ompA mRNA is the main MicA target. The rate-limiting step in the decay of this message was assigned to endoribonuclease E (80). PNPase was also shown to be one of the exoribonucleases affecting ompA mRNA in stationary-phase (37). This suggests that the same enzymes are responsible for the regulation of the sRNA and the respective target. However, other targets are being discovered for this sRNA. A very recent report shows that MicA downregulates expression of lamb gene in Salmonella, also in a Hfq-dependent way (36). Additionally, MicA may also interact with the 5′ UTR of luxS to which it is transcribed in opposite direction (81). Interestingly, we have seen that in the absence of RNase III MicA is extremely stable. RNase III may recognize and cleave perfect RNA duplexes formed by interacting RNAs. The regulation of MicA by RNase III may involve the interaction with its target RNA, since MicA forms an extended RNA duplex that is close to the length ideal for RNase III substrates. This could implicate the coupling of sRNA-target regulation, as previously reported for RyhB sRNA (6). However, the unaltered stability of MicA in the absence of ompA (Figure S4 in Supplementary Data) shows that MicA degradation is independent of ompA. Regarding Hfq influence on the turnover of the four sRNAs analysed, MicA showed the strongest dependence on Hfq for stability. It is known that the MicA-dependent decay of ompA mRNA depends on Hfq. In vitro studies revealed that Hfq facilitates binding of the regulatory RNA to the translational initiation region of this target (35). Our results indicate that Hfq is also involved in protecting MicA from degradation in Salmonella.

Few reports have shown an involvement of endoribonuclease III in bacterial sRNA decay. However, it is known that enzymes of the RNase III family are key players in the mechanisms of regulation of noncoding RNAs in eukaryotes (82). These enzymes, specific for double-stranded RNAs, are essential in the biogenesis of the eukaryotic noncoding RNAs that participate in the process of RNA Interference (miRNAs, siRNAs). A role for this enzyme was also expected in bacterial sRNA regulation. In fact, it was reported that RNase III is responsible for the cleavage of tisAB mRNA upon IstR-1 sRNA binding, in E. coli (54,83). In addition, it was proposed (84) that RyhB sRNA decay in vivo is dependent on this endoribonuclease upon base pairing of the sRNA to the 5′-UTR of its mRNA target. Similarly, RNase III also contributes to the negative control of spa (encoding the surface protein A) and other virulence factor-encoding mRNAs by the regulatory RNAIII in the Gram-positive pathogen, Staphylococcus aureus (85,86). Our results in Salmonella show that the effect of RNase III varied among the sRNAs studied.

The Salmonella mutants deficient in enzymes that affect sRNA and mRNA turnover will be very important for post-transcriptional studies in this bacterial model pathogen. The work presented here has identified some of the enzymes directly involved in the decay of sRNAs. We conclude that sRNA decay cannot be easily generalized. The role of each of the enzymes cooperating in sRNA turnover depends on the specific sRNA and its respective decay mechanism.
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